Citizen Science Field Guide

Mississippi River Plastic Pollution Initiative

About the Mississippi River Plastic Pollution Initiative
In September 2018, state legislators and mayors of cities and towns along the Mississippi
River made a commitment to reduce plastic waste in the Mississippi River Valley. Under the
leadership of the Mississippi River Cities and Towns Initiative (MRCTI), mayors invited public
and private entities to reduce their plastic use or waste stream by 20% by 2020. To support
this goal, a new initiative has been launched to generate a first-ever snapshot of plastic
pollution along the river, in partnership with the United Nations Environment Programme,
National Geographic Society, and the University of Georgia. Through engaging citizen
scientists, the initiative will begin with data collection in three locations along the
Mississippi River: Baton Rouge, St. Louis, and St. Paul. The data gathered in these locations
will be analyzed to understand the state of plastic litter along the river’s banks and in
communities adjacent to the river and will be used to generate a plastic pollution map that
will help local stakeholders including policy makers, businesses, and citizens take action. It is
expected that data collection will then be expanded to many more sites along the river.
We need you to make this initiative a
success! Join us by using the Debris
Tracker app to collect data on litter in
your community and along the river and
contribute to valuable datasets that can
inform local solutions. Your efforts will help
ensure a clean river, and clean seas for all.

In this guide, you will find:
•

Why data collection
along the Mississippi
River is important

•

How citizen science can
help

•

How to collect data with
Debris Tracker for litter
on land or floating in
the river
It’s only a matter of time
until litter on land reaches
the ocean.

Upstream Data, Upstream Solutions: Why We Need Data on
Plastic Pollution along the Mississippi River
The Mississippi River flows over 2,000 miles through the heartland of America, with its basin
covering 32 states as the river travels from its headwaters in Minnesota to the Gulf of Mexico.
It’s one of America’s most essential inland waterways, providing hundreds of billions of
gallons of water each day to key industries, as well as drinking water to 20 million people in
50 cities in 10 states. The ecology of the river is rich in diversity, supporting the livelihoods of
people living along the river as well as a wide range of plant and animal species.
But we’re impacting the mighty Mississippi with our everyday actions. Things we use - from
disposable coffee cups, to masks, to plastic bags – can end up in the environment, making
their way to our rivers.
Plastic pollution impacts more than the river valley.
Up to 80% of marine plastic originates from land-based
sources, and rivers can be a major pathway to transport
of plastic litter from inland communities to the sea.
It is estimated that the Mississippi River drains 40% of
the continental United States, creating a conduit for
our litter to reach the Gulf of Mexico.

Learn More
What is Plastic Pollution? >
Plastic Pollution in the U.S. >

Power in Numbers: How Community Science Can Help
Whether you’re at the beach, at a city park, or even just on a walk, plastic pollution is
usually not hard to find when you’re looking. The amount of plastic pollution far exceeds
the capacity of researchers to collect data on what is ending up in the environment, which
is critical for informing both science and solutions. That’s where community science
comes in. Involving local communities in gathering data on what kinds of litter in their
communities helps us create a bigger picture of the global plastic pollution problem - one
piece of plastic at a time.
Debris Tracker is a free app used by citizen scientists around the world to record geospatial
data on litter. To date, Debris Tracker volunteers have submitted data on over 3 million
items around the globe to an open access database, which can be used by community
scientists, researchers, policymakers, and other decision makers to explore global or local
data on plastic pollution. However, data along the Mississippi River is still limited. While we
know the plastic pollution problem doesn’t start where the river meets the Gulf of Mexico,
we don’t know the what, why, or how of litter entering the river from our communities. We
need community scientists to help us find the missing piece of the puzzle.

Download the free app, view your data, and explore data from other
citizen scientists around the world at debristracker.org.

In the Field: Collecting Data with Debris Tracker
1

Get started by downloading the free Debris Tracker app on Android or iOS.
Open the app and allow it to access your location, so we can collect geospatial
data on where you’re tracking and where you’re finding litter.

2

Select “Start Tracking" and search for Mississippi. Select the Mississippi River
Plastic Pollution / MRCTI list and continue.

3

Once you’ve selected the list, you’re ready to start tracking litter that you see.
Scroll through the categories to see litter items. You can also search for specific
litter items with the search bar at the top of the screen.

4

Record the number of items you find of each litter type by tapping the “Add”
button. You can use the +/- buttons to change the number or click directly on
the number to type in the amount. Once you tap “Add” you’ll see the count
increase on “Manage Items.” This will display the total number of items
logged in your session.

5

To add a brand or description, click
the item icon to open the
description box.

6

You can create you own favorites list
With items you see often. Hold down
The “Add” button to move an item to
Your favorites section.

7

Click Manage Items to see a map of
what you’ve tracked so far. Here, you
can also delete items if you’ve added
something accidentally.

8

When you’re done tracking, click
“Continue” to see a summary of what
you’ve collected. You can also photos
to your log.

9

When you’re ready, click Upload
Session. If you haven’t already logged
in, you’ll be asked to log in or sign up
for an account to upload your data.
Wait for your data upload to go
through. You’ll see a checkmark
when it’s complete.
You’re all done!
Thank you for tracking!

Guidelines for Tracking Litter
• Record items that are over 2.5 cm (or 1 in) in diameter.
• If the item is fragmented but you can tell what it originally
was, log it as the original item. This will help us identify
what products are sources of litter. For example, log a
piece of a chip or crisp wrapper as a plastic food wrapper
rather than a fragment.
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• If the brand of the item is identifiable, use the description box to add in the brand name.
• If you come across an item you’re not familiar with, use the “Other” item and add a
description of the item.
• If you see an area with lots of litter, log it as an accumulation area to record its geospatial
coordinates ; estimate its length and width in feet in the description box.
• When you’re done tracking, continue to the mobile survey to answer a few short
questions about the type of sampling event, time spent collecting, and the number of
volunteers. You can also add photos to your log and share on social media to encourage
others to get involved. Don’t forget to tag @DebrisTracker!

Floating Debris in the River
Where: Find a spot where you have a clear view of the Mississippi River or a tributary
Time: 15-minute minimum; track longer if you’d like! Log during daylight hours when
you can see clearly.
Select a floating debris observation point along the riverfront based on the maps.
Once in your spot, use Debris Tracker to record all visible debris for a minimum of 15
minutes. Record everything you see within about 100 m (or about 325 ft) from the
shoreline. If there are floating items you cannot identify, log them as other. You do not
need to log natural floating debris, like sticks or logs.
Follow the Guidelines for Tracking Litter. Make sure you check “floating debris survey”
as the type of data collection.

What if I can’t track in a designated survey area?
We still want your data!
Even if you can’t follow these guidelines, tracking with Debris Tracker wherever you are is
still valuable for expanding our understanding of plastic pollution in the Mississippi River
Basin.
You can track wherever you are – even if it’s just out for a walk in your neighborhood.
Some organizations may have planned clean-up events in sites where large amounts of
litter have built up in the environment.
If you choose to clean up while collecting data, here are options for getting organized:
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Clean As You Go: Track in pairs and have one person log items in Debris Tracker while
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Clean First, Log Later: Sometimes it may be easier to pick up all the litter and then

the other partner cleans up - this generates the most robust geospatial litter data!

sort and count what you found all at once. While this doesn’t generate point-specific
data on where litter is found, it can still be valuable in identifying broad patterns.
If you’re in the same location where you collected the litter, you can sort and log the
data in the Debris Tracker app.
If you’re sorting in a different location than where you’ve collected litter, log in to your
account on debristracker.org and select “Manually upload data.” You can enter the
quantity and type of items you’ve found - just like in the app - and then select
the location where the data was collected on a map. Like data from the
app, manually uploaded data is part of Debris Tracker’s open database
that is free and publicly accessible.

Cleanups and Data Collection
It’s very valuable to clean up litter in the environment. Picking up litter upstream can
prevent it from traveling downriver and entering the ocean, preventing negative ecosystem
impacts along the way. Collecting data on what you clean up makes your efforts more
powerful by providing information that can help us understand what is ending up in the
environment and inspire solutions of what we can do about it. However, your safety is a top
priority. You do not have to conduct a cleanup to use Debris Tracker. If you choose to do so,
here are some tips on staying safe while tracking litter.

Next Steps
Download your data anytime by logging into your
account on debristracker.org. On the data tab, you can
view and download data from around the world; you
can search by organization, category, and date. To view
data from the Mississippi River Plastic Pollution
Initiative, select Mississippi River Plastic Pollution /
MRCTI as the organization.
The data you collect will be used to help generate a
plastic pollution map, identifying hotspots along the
river and informing solutions. But your journey with
community science doesn’t have to stop here. Debris
Tracker is a free, open-access tool that can be used by
anyone, anywhere to collect data on litter they see,
and contribute to a growing database on plastic
pollution around the world. When you collect data
with Debris Tracker, whether on a neighborhood walk
or along the river, you’re joining a global community of
educators, researchers, and people around the world
just like you! You can even start your own Debris
Tracker project to collect data and inspire local actions
in your community.

Resources
Mississippi River Plastic Pollution Initiative >
K-12 Education Resources from National Geographic >
Debris Tracker >
What is Debris Tracker? >
Getting Started with Debris Tracker >

Explore data from citizen scientists
around the world at
debristracker.org/data.

Thank you.
Your data will make a difference in understanding plastic
pollution on the Mississippi River. Together, we can find
solutions to create clean communities, clean rivers, and clean
seas for all.

The Mississippi River Plastic Pollution Initiative is
supported and coordinated by:

